Abstract. Several conditions are given which together imply that a 2-manifold M in a 3-manifold is locally tame from one of its complementary domains, U, at all except possibly one point. One of these conditions is that certain arbitrarily small simple closed curves on M can be collared from U. Another condition is that there exists a certain sequence Mu M2,... of 2-manifolds in U converging to M with the property that each unknotted, sufficiently small simple closed curve on each Af( is nullhomologous on M¡. Moreover, if each of these simple closed curves bounds a disk on a member of the sequence, then it is shown that M is tame from U (M# S2). As a result, if U is the complementary domain of a torus in Sa that is wild from U at just one point, then U is not homeomorphic to the complement of a tame knot in S3.
1. Introduction. We let M always denote a compact connected 2-manifold which lies in the interior of a connected triangulated (cf. [2] , [20] ) 3-manifold M3 with or without boundary and which separates M3, and we let U denote a component of M3 -M. In Theorem 7 of [7] , Burgess gave a sufficient condition for M to be locally tame from U mod one point. In §3, we prove that if we add to his condition the requirement that M not be a 2-sphere, then M is tame from U. This suggests that there is a weaker sufficient condition for M to be locally tame from U mod one point. In §5, we give such a condition.
2. Notations and definitions. We use the abbreviations Bd, cl, diam, dist, Ext, and Int for "boundary," "closure," "diameter," "distance," "exterior," and "interior," respectively. NiK,e) denotes the e-neighborhood of a set K, and d denotes the metric of M3. We let ab denote an arc with a and b as endpoints and let/= [0,1].
Let K be a subset of M3. If there exists a homeomorphism g of M3 onto itself such that giK) is a subpolyhedron of M3, then we say that K is tame. M is said to p e Int D <=£><= Bd c C n M = D, and C-D <=■ [/.
We say that M is tame from U if M is locally tame from 1/ at all its points. If M fails to be locally tame from U at a point p, then M is said to be wild from U at p. The next definition is equivalent to the one given in [7] . We say that M can be locally peripherally collared from U at a point p of M if for each e > 0 there exist a disk Z> and an annulus A such that p e Int £> c £> c M, ^ n A/ = Bd £> <= Bd ,4, -Bd D c £/, and diam (A u D) < e.
If we substitute the word disk for annulus in the preceding definition, then we obtain what is meant by M can be locally spanned from U at p. If M can be locally peripherally collared from U at all its points, then we say that M can be locally peripherally collared from U.
For a subset K of M3 and a point p of AT, we say that K is locally polyhedral at p if there is a neighborhood W 0f p in M3 such that K n cl IK is a polyhedron. In particular, whenever we say that À^ is locally polyhedral mod Z, we mean that K-X is locally polyhedral at all its points.
3. 2-manifolds that are tame. The following hypothesis is called H(k), ¿=1 or 2, if condition (¿) below always holds:
Let M be a compact connected 2-manifold which separates a connected 3-manifold M3, and let U be a component of M3 -M. Suppose M can be locally peripherally collared from U. Furthermore, suppose there exists a sequence Mx, M2, M3,... of polyhedral 2-manifolds converging to M such that for some y e U each M¡ separates y from M in M3 and, for some y > 0 and for each positive integer/ every unknotted simple closed curve in M¡ of diameter less than y is either (1) the boundary of a disk in M¡ or (2) Now let M3, M, Mx, and U be as in H(k), ¿ = 1 or 2. Choose two distinct points px, p2e M and a number 8 > 0. There is a disk K in M which can be chosen in either of two ways: either (i) Int K contains both px and p2 or (ii) Int K contains at least Px, and some polyhedral 3-cell C contains N(K, S). For convenience in stating the following two lemmas, we assume (i) and (ii) simultaneously hold. Since M can be locally peripherally collared from U, there exist (for i =1,2) disjoint disks Dt and disjoint annuli ^¡ such that pt ë Int A c A c Int K, i¡nM = BdAc Bd A"
At-Bd A <= U, and diam (At u A) < 8.
Then the following result is due to Burgess [7, p. 329 ].
Lemma 1. There exists a positive number a < 8 such that each simple closed curve in NiK, a) can be shrunk to a point in the component of M3 -Mx that contains K and such that for each arc p¡x (/'= 1, 2) in N(M, a) with diam p¡x £ 3 S there are a subarc pjs ofpiX, a point c g K-(£>! u D2) and an arc be for which ptb e= NiK, a), diam be < a, and be n (Ay u Dx u A2 u D2) = 0.
We now prove a similar lemma. Lemma 2. There exist positive numbers a < a' < S such that each simple closed curve in NiK, a') can be shrunk to a point in C-Mx and such that, for each arc pxx in A(M, a) with diam/?!*^ 38, there are a subarc pxb ofpxx, a point c e K-Du and an arc be for which pxb <= NiK, a), diam be < a', and be n (^ u Dx) = 0. Lemma 3. Z/ZZ(1) holds for M3 = S3 and if M is not a 2-sphere, then M is tame from U.
Proof. We let Dx, Ax, D, A', S, and pxax be those sets constructed in the proof of the nonorientable case of Theorem 1. In the proof of that case of Theorem 1, the nonorientability of M was used just to show that^iax n D^ 0. Therefore we only need to show again that pxax c\ D^ 0 for the case when M is an orientable manifold in S3.
On the contrary, assume pxax n D = 0. If we assume that S does not separate y from M-Dx in S3, then we can construct the simple closed curve J* exactly as done in the proof of Theorem 1. But nowZ* intersects and pierces S precisely at7?1( a contradiction. Therefore S must separate y from M-Dx in S3. Let Q0 be that component of S3-S which contains y. Then 00e U. [11, p. 510] proved that a 2-sphere S in E3 is tame if S can be pierced on each of its arcs with a tame disk.
Let us remove from 7/(1) the condition that M can be locally peripherally collared from U, and let us call the remaining hypothesis H'(\). The following corollary is an extension of [7, Theorem 9, p. 329] because we do not require that the piercing disks be tame. One of the complementary domains of a polyhedral torus in S3 has a closure which is a solid torus [1] , and therefore the other component is homeomorphic to the complement of a tame knot in S3. But if M is a torus in S3 which is locally polyhedral mod one point p and wild from U at p, then it follows from the next corollary that one and only one component of S3 -M is homeomorphic to the complement of a tame knot in S3 (Daverman [10] has independently proved such a result; for completeness, we give here an alternative but similar proof).
Corollary
2. Let M be a torus in S3, U a component of S3 -M, and p e M. If M is locally polyhedral mod p and if U is homeomorphic to the complement of a tame knot in S3, then M is tame from U.
Proof. Since U is homeomorphic to the complement of a tame knot in S13, it follows from [20, Theorem 2, p. 97] that there exists a sequence Mx, M2, M3,... of disjoint polyhedral tori converging to M such that, for some y e U, each M¡ separates y from M in S3.
Let sx and s2 be disjoint polyhedral simple closed curves each nonnullhomologous on M, and let Ax and A2 be disjoint polyhedral annuli such that, for i= 1, 2, At r\ M = st <= Bd At and ^¡-j¡ <= ¡J. Since M is an absolute neighborhood retract, it is a retract of one of its neighborhoods V in S3. Neither sx nor s2 can be shrunk to a point in V. There is a number 8>0 such that if K is a set of diameter less than 8, then either K n Ax= 0 or Kc\ A2= 0. Let Ci, C2,..., Cn be 3-cells in V each of diameter less than 8 and let IF be a neighborhood of M in S3 such that cl W<^ U"= i Int C(. There is a positive number y < S such that if K is a subset of W of diameter less than y, then Ä"c Int Cm for some m (1 f^m^n). Without loss of generality, we may assumê u^ujUM,) <= W.
We now show that Z/(l) holds. Let j be an arbitrary positive integer and s an unknotted simple closed curve in M¡ of diameter less than y. We suppose s is not the boundary of a disk in M¡. Since j<=lnt Cm for some m, s can be shrunk to a point in Int Cm. Since diam Cm < 8, either Cm n Ax = 0 or Cm n A2 = 0. We may assume Cmn Ax-0. Let s ' be a component of M} n Ax that is nonnullhomologous on M¡. Since s r\ s'= 0, s and s' bound an annulus A on M¡. Let A be the annulus in Ax [May such that Bd A'=sxu s'. Then sx can be shrunk to a point in the subset Ä u A u Int Cm of V, a contradiction. Therefore s must be the boundary of a disk in M,-. According to Theorem 1, M is tame from U.
5. 2-manifolds that are almost tame. We state the following lemma without proof.
Lemma 4. Let H be a closed 2-manifold and J a simple closed curve which lies in a 3-manifold M3 in such a way that J intersects and pierces H at exactly one point. Then J cannot be shrunk to a point in M3. Now, by replacing the hypothesis H(l) of [7, Theorem 7, p. 328] with the weaker condition H (2), we obtain the following stronger result. The symbol ~ is used to stand for "is homologous to." For each k, let £* = Ui=i ^i-Let s be an arbitrary unknotted simple closed curve in Rk such that diam s < y'. It is possible that s n Eg^ 0. Nevertheless, (5) implies that there is an unknotted simple closed curve s' in Rk-E£ such that s'~s on Rk and diam s'<38+y'<y. Therefore since (2) implies s'<=Rk-E^M2, we must have i'~0 on M2 and thus on Rk. Then s~0 on Rk because s~s' on Rk. Now, (3) and (4) imply that the inductive construction stops at some positive integer n for which (AxvA2)n(Hn-BdHn)= 0.
Therefore (Ax u A2) n Hn=s0. By (1), Hn^N(M, a). Let Ä be the annulus in A\ such that Bd A'=s0 u Bd Dx; and let H=Hn v A' u Dx, which is a closed 2-manifold. Let J denote the simple closed curve pxax u axa2 u a2p2 U/?2/?j. By construction, J intersects and pierces H-Hn at precisely the point px. Since J<= lf0, / can be shrunk to a point in V0. Therefore it follows from Lemma 4 that J n A# 0 
